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The Challenge of Collecting
National Bank Notes

By Type For

Minnesota
by STEVE SCHROEDER

ABSTRACT
Several collectors of national bank notes have completed sets of one note from each bank in
their state. This feat is challenging but possible for collectors in states which had fewer than one
hundred national banks. Many of us are faced with a bigger challenge: how to assemble a
representative collection of notes from a state with four or five hundred banks. One method is
to assemble a set of notes of each type and variety. As Minnesota demonstrates, collecting in this
way can also be a surprising challenge.

M INNESOTA ranks ninth in the number of national
banks, with 484 organized during the note issuing
period. Of these, 435 issued national bank notes.

Many of these banks closed before 1890 or were small banks in
rural areas. No notes are known from approximately ten per-
cent of the issuing banks, and over 100 titles are listed in the
second edition of the Standard Catalog of National Bank Notes by
Hickman and Oakes as (R)arity 6 in both large- and small-size.
Two museum collections and a major private collection have
absorbed many of the best notes from the rarest banks.

Minnesota's collectors have found a variety of ways to form
collections representative of the state as a whole. Several collec-
tions of small-size notes (one from each bank) are being
formed. There are also several regional and local collections.
The problem with these methods of collecting is that you either
need hundreds of notes or you end up with a collection that is
not representative of the state as a whole.
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Collecting Minnesota notes by type provides an alternate
way to form a collection representative of the state as a whole.
The rules are simple: try to find one note of each type (and va-
riety) from a Minnesota bank—any Minnesota bank. You, as
the collector, can define "type and variety' as narrowly as your
budget allows. (For the purpose of this article, we will describe
the most general types, $1 through $100 denominations:
original series; Series of 1875; Series of 1882 brown back, date
back and value back; Series of 1902 Red Seal and Blue Seals; Se-
ries of 1929 Type I and II.) State type collecting is a rewarding
way to collect—substitute any state name you please for Min-
nesota. You can build a great set on a modest budget because
you do not need every R-6 note that shows up—just the ones
which you need for your set. Some of the rare types will come
from common banks, allowing you to buy unrecognized rari-
ties from your state for modest prices.
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Black charter $5 on Merchants National Bank of Minneapolis: a un que note of its type for M nnesota.
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This kind of collecting is more challenging than it sounds.
Even a state like Minnesota has some surprising rarities. The
following is a description of a type set of Minnesota National
Bank notes:

Notes of the First Charter Period

Original Series

There are a number of original series $1, $2 and $5 Minnesota
notes in existence. With patience, a collector who begins today
should be able to obtain one of each of these. No original se-
ries $10, $20, $50 or $100 Minnesota notes are presently
known. One Minnesota bank, the Merchants National Bank of
Minneapolis (charter 1830), issued the black charter number
variety of the $5. One specimen of this variety is known to exist
at present.

Series of 1882 Date Backs

Notes of $5, $10 and $20 Series of 1882 date backs are fairly
plentiful. A small group of notes from The Farmers National
Bank of Alexandria (charter 5859) provides some nice $5s. Two
or three $50 date backs from the First National Bank of
Glencoe (charter 2571) are known, making this a rare type for
the state. No. $100s have been recorded in the census, although
there has been a rumor of a Glencoe note in recent years.

Series of 1882 Value Backs

The $5, $10 and $20 Series of 1882 value backs are fairly plen-
tiful; $20s seem to be the most common. A surprising number
of $5s have shown up over the years, including several high

Series 1875 $10, Fergus Falls National Bank: a surprisingly small number of First Charter $10s have survived from Minnesota.
This note is one of the pieces in the Albert Grinnell collection.

Series of 1875

Only two $1 Series of 1875 notes have been seen so far, both
from Owatonna. One is from The First National Bank, charter
1911, while the other is from The Farmers National Bank,
charter 2122. No $2 series of 1875 notes are known. The $5
notes are fairly plentiful, but only three or four $10s are
known—two on the Fergus Falls National Bank (charter 2648)
from the Grinnell sale and a beautiful note from The Citizens
National Bank of Mankato (charter 2005) in the Higgins
Museum. There may also be a note on the First National Bank
of Brainerd (charter 2590). Only one Series of 1875 $20 has
been found to date—on The Merchants National Bank of St.
Paul, charter 2020. Only 41 Series of 1875 $50 and $100 notes
were issued in the state (all by charter 2569, First National of
Moorhead) with no survivors seen to date.

Series of 1882 Brown Backs

The $5, $10 and $20 brown backs are fairly plentiful. The ver-
tical charter number variety of the $10 and $20 is an unrecog-
nized rarity, with only one $10 seen so far. A handful of $50
brown backs exist, particularly from charter 4821 at Wadena.
Minnesota brown back $100 notes are particularly rare—two
have surfaced in recent years (St. Paul, charter 2959 and
Glencoe, charter 2571). A high grade $100 brown back on Mer-
chants National Bank of St. Paul was in the Grinnell sale but its
present location is unknown to Minnesota collectors.

grade pieces from the First National Bank of Redwood Falls,
charter 5826. Unlike many states, $5 value backs are relatively
common from Minnesota, but they seem to come one or two
to a bank.

Series of 1902 Red Seals

Notes of $5, $10 and $20 Series of 1902 Red Seals are un-
common but obtainable. No $50 Series of 1902 Red Seals have
been seen from this state. A Series of 1902 $100 Red Seal on The
National Bank of Commerce of Minneapolis (charter 3206)
was in a Kagin auction about 1980 and is presently in a high
denomination set. It is presently the only note of its type for
the state.

Series of 1902 Blue Seals
Date Back and Plain Back

Although the lower denominations are readily available in
every variety (with and without regional letter, with and
without Treasury serial number), $50 and $100 Series of 1902
Blue Seals are extremely rare. Only three $50s are known, with
two of these in the museums. No $100 Series of 1902 Blue Seals
have been seen or reported. Fewer than three thousand $100
Blue Seals were issued by all Minnesota banks.
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Series of 1902 date back, charter 7196 of Halstad: one of only three Blue Seal Series 1902 $50s reported to date for this state.
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Series of 1929 Types I and II

The high denomination type II notes are somewhat un-
common. Only one bank, The Winona National Savings Bank
(charter 10865), issued these. Perhaps a dozen each of the $50s
and $100s are available to collectors.

The problem with collecting any state with many national
banks of issue—Pennsylvania, Texas, California, and others—is

finding an affordable method to create something interesting
enough and challenging enough to make collecting worth-
while. One method is collecting by type and variety. If Min-
nesota is typical of the big note-issuing states, there are some
surprising type rarities waiting to be identified. After all, what
Minnesota collector would expect that only two Series of 1875
$1s and one Series of 1875 $20 would have shown up after all
these years? ■

By ARNOLD M. COWAN

N 1863 and 1864 the Confederate States of America
(CSA) issued fifty-cent notes. These notes were engraved
by Archer and Halpin of Richmond, Virginia, the same

printer who produced CSA postage stamps. In fact, the same
vignette of Jefferson Davis that was used on the stamps was
used in an enlarged version on the 50-cent note.

One unusual factor about these notes was that the
authorizing signatures were printed instead of handwritten.
This took a great burden off Register Robert Tyler and Treasurer
E.C. Elmore. The serial numbers were also rubber stamped
rather than written. This was also done on the 1864 $500, $100
and $50 bills. The $20, $10, $5, $2 and $1 continued to use
handwritten serial numbers.

The exception to this innovation concerning the stamped
serial numbers on the 1864 50-cent note are two notes in my
collection with handwritten serial numbers. The ink color and
style seem contemporary to the issuance of the bills. The
calligraphic nature of the writing tells me a quill pen was
probably used. Note the bottoms of the 2 and the 3.

These bills are both Type 72, Criswell 579. Both are Second
Series with an "F" and an "I" serial letter. The numbers however
are consecutive: 2134 and 2135. I acquired them many years
apart and from different sources. Why were they handwritten?
How could the numbers be consecutive?

We can speculate they were on two separate uncut sheets and
that one of the sheets was marked 2134 and the next was all
marked 2135. Maybe the numbering was horizontal on a nine
note sheet so that "F' was at the bottom of the middle column
and "I" was to the right in the last column. If the numbering was
horizontal then "I" would come after "E" Obviously what is
needed is more information.

If any of the readers can contribute information about this
unusual script serial number on CSA 50-cent currency, it is
requested that they write to me at 35 Vista del Golfo, Long
Beach, CA 90803.
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